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ABSTRACT
Various studies have been conducted regarding the use of examples in a mathematical proof. This
study aims to describe how the students use the example in the proof analyzed by argumentation
and proving activity. Qualitative methods are used to explain the phenomena that arise in the use
of examples on mathematical proof. The data collected is the result of student work, think aloud,
field notes and interview results. The results show that the example is used as an exploratory tool,
an example as an investigative tool for justification and an example as a conviction tool. In
Toulmin’s view, examples as explorers serve as data, examples as an instrument of investigation
for justification serve as warrant and backing while the example as a conviction tool serves as a
qualifier to convince them of the resulting claim. An example as an investigative tool for
justification produces two types of argumentation structures: argument structures consisting of
one cycle and two cycles. An example of an exploratory tool serves as a data form of simple
argumentation. Examples play an important role in mathematical proof although the example is
not deductive proof. Examples can be used with various functions depending on the student’s
needs.
Keywords: example, mathematical proving, argumentation, Toulmin’ argumentation, proving
activity

INTRODUCTION
The vital role of students in learning for example has always received attention (Iannone et al., 2012).
Mathematicians say that the experimental process for example is an important aspect of proving development
(Epstein & Levy, 1995). Various studies have been conducted regarding the use of mathematical proofs at
various levels of education. Use of examples on student proving (Cañadas, Castro, & Castro, 2009; Ellis et al.,
2012; Reid, 2002); by prospective and teacher (Nardi, Biza, & Watson, 2014; Nardi, Biza, & Zachariades, 2012)
and by mathematicians (Alcock & Inglis, 2008; Inglis, Mejia-ramos, & Simpson, 2007; Inglis & Mejia-Ramos,
2010). Epstein and Levy (1995) argue that “many mathematicians spend a great deal of time thinking and
analyzing specific examples” and have the most significant effect, all beginning with experimentation based
on examples.
There are several types of mathematical proofs. Balacheff (1988) presents four types of examples used by
students in proof: (1) Naive empiricism, which is to confirm the truth of the statement after verifying some
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special cases; (2) The crucial experiment is an example used to choose between two hypotheses based on
experiments (whether experiments causing the rejection of one hypothesis or not), the experiment uses the
same statement or symbol for a process with very little difference; (3) The generic example is an example used
to clarify reasons for the truth of statements, such as specific traits and structures; (4) The thought experiment
is to internalize the experiment and separate it from special representations. The operations and relationships
underlying proof are indicated in several ways rather than with the results that have been used. In addition,
Mason and Watson (1984) proposed the term boundary example that is the use of examples that are only
‘temporary’ to find the special properties and eliminate things that are not needed and then shift to deductive
proof.
The use of examples can be seen as an implicit part of inductive reasoning (Watson & Mason, 2005) which
generally begins with special cases to obtain as much information (Conner, Singletary, Smith, Wagner, &
Francisco, 2014). Although proving requires a special form of reasoning that is deductive reasoning, other
reasoning such as inductive reasoning is also needed. Examples of proving are used to; (1) understand
mathematical statements or understand the proof process being read (Ellis, Lockwood, Williams, Dogan, &
Knuth, 2012); (2) exploring problems for constructing conjectures or hypotheses (Buchbinder & Pedemonte,
2011; Conner et al., 2014); (3) illustrating new techniques and ideas; (4) identifying general patterns for the
generalization process (Watson, & Mason, 2005) and (5) verifying the results obtained (Balacheff, 1988).
Examples are at the intersection ‘between general and special’ (Buchbinder & Pedemonte, 2011) which
play a role in concrete abstract mathematical ideas (Watson & Mason, 2005). Example-based reasoning
strategies can lead to important opportunities, clarifying ways that can be used to support student proof
development (Lockwood et al., 2013). This study aims to describe the role of an example based on mathematical
proof activity and its position in Toulmin’s argumentation component to validate the conjectural truth and
produce true claims and their implications on the resulting argumentation structure.

Activity in Mathematical Proving
Inglis and Mejia-Ramos (2010) say that, “there are various activities conducted by students as well as
mathematicians related to argumentation and proving”. Giaquinto (2005) suggests that, “for every
mathematical activity, there are three interrelated general activities: producing, presenting, and taking in”.
In the context of proof and argument, these three general activities are correspondent to constructing a novel
argument, presenting an available argument, and reading it (Inglis & Mejia-Ramos, 2010). Constructing
activities, presenting and reading arguments are done with different purposes. Argumentation can be aimed
at convincing others about the resulting conclusions, explaining why the statement is true (false) or
demonstrating the validity of the argument.
Bell’s (De Villiers, 1990) describes five functions of mathematical proof: (1) Verification (pay attention to
the truth of the statement), (2) explanation (give insight ‘why statements are true), (3) systematization
(organize various results in logical deductive systems), (4) discovery (invention new result) and (5)
communication (spreading mathematical knowledge). The Mejía-Ramos and Inglish (2008) study combined
Giaquinto’s mathematical activity and Bell’s proving activity in sub-activities that are grouped as follows:
1. Constructing activity, consisting of exploring the problem, estimating the truth of the conjecture and
justifying the truth of the claim
2. Reading activity, consisting of comprehensive reading of the evidence and evaluating evidence
3. Presenting activities, consisting of convincing the audience about the claim, explaining why the claim
is right/wrong, demonstrating the validity of the argument
During problem-solving, arguments are used to generate conjectures and prove the truth of the conjecture.
The comparison between arguments in favor of conjecture and proof is based on the hypothesis. That proof
can be viewed as a special argument in mathematics (Buchbinder & Pedemonte, 2011; Douek, 1999). Generally
mathematical proof consists of non-singular arguments but in the form of structures used to convince others
of conclusions (Aberdein, 2012). According to Boero, Garuti, and Mariotti (1996), during the production of
conjecture, students work progressively through intensive argumentation that contributes to justifying their
seemingly plausible decisions. Students relate the arguments in a coherent way to organize them based on
previously generated arguments to form a logical chain.
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Figure 1. Model of Toulmin’s Argumentation. The argument would read “D, and since W (given B) we can Q
conclude C, unless R
Table 1. Description of Use of Example in Proof
Toulmin’s Argument
Example Usage
Component
Exploration tool

data

Investigation and
Justification Tool

Warrant and Backing

Conviction tool

Warrant and backing
Qualifier

Description
Students explore facts in the given problem using
examples to understand the given proof problem
The subject raises an example to estimate the truth
of the conjecture and justify the truth of the claim
Students use examples to convince themselves of
claims that have been generated
The example used causes a qualifier change from
‘maybe’ to ‘sure’

Toulmin’ argumentation model
Toulmin (1958, 2003) makes it possible to explain the structure of the argument that provides an
opportunity for the use of example in conclusion. Toulmin’s argumentation has been used to analyze the
process of constructing the proof (Inglis et al., 2007; Knipping, 2004; Pedemonte, 2007), constructing the
definition (Ubuz, Dincer, & Bulbul, 2012) and solving the problem (Buchbinder & Pedemonte, 2011; Ubuz,
Dincer, & Bülbül, 2013). Toulmin’s argumentation is also used in describing the structure of individual
arguments as well as collective arguments. This study focuses on the structure of individual constructed
argumentation, so there is no teacher or friend intervention.
Toulmin’s argumentation model (Toulmin, 2003) consists of three main components: data (D), claim (C)
and warrant (W) and three (3) complementary components: backing (B), rebuttal (R) and modal qualifier (Q).
Toulmin’s argument is depicted in the scheme as in Figure 1. Claims are statements made on the basis of
data. Data is the ‘foundation’ of the argument based, facts relevant to the conclusion. Warrants such as
‘bridges’ that connect data and conclusions. A warrant is a rationale used to generate conclusions. This basic
thought can take the form of formulas, definitions; make analogies, drawings or diagrams and graphs. Reasons
are reinforced by backing (support) which is further evidence required. Modal Qualifier is the ‘phrase’ given
to the conclusion to indicate the level of confidence in a conclusion, such as ‘probably’ or presumably, possibly.
The rebuttal is a statement that refutes the resulting conclusion if there is an exception condition in which
mathematical proof is called a counterexample.
Based on the content, arguments are called formal if warrants are based on definitions, axioms and
theorems whereas if a warrant is based on concrete interpretation of concepts of mathematics including visual
and other illustrative representations, it is called informal arguments (Knipping, 2004; Viholainen, 2011).
Informal argumentation is also called inductive argumentation whereas formal argumentation is referred to
as deductive argumentation (Inglis, Mejia-Ramos, & Simpson, 2007; Knipping, 2003; Pedemonte, 2003). Cases
are “special observations that meet the circumstances (Reid & Knipping, 2010) that are part of an inductive
or informal argumentation.
In this study, we will investigate the use of examples based on proving activities and relate it to Toulmin’s
argumentation. Based on Bell’s proof, activity and the research results of Mejía-Ramos and Inglish, examples
play role astools in some proving activities. Examples can serve as an exploration tool (explorations for
understanding statements), as a tool of investigation and justification (to investigation and estimate the truth
of the conjecture and justify the truth of the claim) and as a tool conviction (to test the results obtained, to
verify the process of verification and to assure the truth of the claim).
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RESEARCH METHODS
This research is a qualitative research with phenomenological design that aims to explain the phenomenon
use of examples that occur in the mathematical proving process viewed from Toulmin’s argumentation and
proving activities. In phenomenology design, data is collected not only through student work sheet, but also
through in-depth interviews to analyze, identify, understand and explain the students’ thinking processes
underlying their reactions and perceptions (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2003). This design is considered appropriate
to describe the use of examples in argumentation on the mathematical proof process.

Material
The problem given is the problem of algebra that is a proven and misplanned statement of mathematics so
that the student is expected to prove mathematically (proving) and find a counterexample which in the
Toulmin’s model is called rebuttal. Before using it in the study, this assignment sheet has been validated by
experts. The tasks are given as follows:
1. Suppose the function 𝑓𝑓: ℝ ⟶ ℝ by the formula 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑥𝑥 2 and 𝑔𝑔: ℝ ⟶ ℝ by the formula 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑥𝑥.
Investigate whether𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) ≥ 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) for all 𝑥𝑥 Real numbers?

2. Suppose a non-empty set of A. 𝑓𝑓 and 𝑔𝑔 is a function of A to A. If the function 𝑓𝑓 ∘ 𝑔𝑔 is one-one then 𝑔𝑔
functions one-one. Investigate, the truth of the statement!

Participants, Subjek and Research Procedure

Number of research subjects is 7 students of mathematics education program of Pattimura University of
Ambon, Maluku Indonesia. The process of collecting data begins by providing a proof problem to 32
participants for individual completion; students who correctly answered the first problem are 8 people and 5
people for the second problem which then selected 7 people as research subjects. During work, students are
asked to voice what is thought (think aloud). Students are given the opportunity to explore, write and say all
their thoughts and ideas without being limited by time. They will be finished when they feel they are not able
to finish it or have no idea anymore. During the problem solving, the researchers, observed and recorded all
behaviors including think aloud students. Students are then interviewed individually to explain the process
of thinking when constructing of proof. All data (observation, interview, think aloud and field notes) were
analyzed and the researchers reduced things that were deemed unimportant. Based on the results of work
and interviews with students, researchers decide of research subject. Analysis of interview results using a
multi-case study approach developed by Bromley (1986).

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
There are two types of examples that students use in the process of constructing of proof. First, the
examples of real numbers and the second example images to represent the functions of the composition and
the one-to-one function. Both types of examples used have several functions, namely:
1. Example as an exploration tool
2. Example as an investigative tool for justification
3. Example as a convincing tool.
In view of Toulmin’s component argument, these three functional examples may contribute to exploring
the data, as a warrant and as backing affecting the qualifier.

Example as an Exploration Tool
The exploration process begins with a comprehensive reading activity that aims to understand the meaning
of the statement and evaluate it based on known criteria (Mejía-Ramos & Inglish, 2008) and occurs at the
beginning of the proving process. Mason, Burton, and Stacey (2010) call this stage an entry phase
characterized by “actual reading” and “discovering the real problem”. The activity of reading and
understanding of the problem is indicated by think aloud of the subject and validated by the observation result.
The results of the observation indicate that, the student several times reads and repeats the data on the first
problem, ‘function composition and one-one function’, and then make representation in the form of arrow
diagram. In the interview, the students revealed that emphasis and visualization were done to ‘clarify’ abstract
information making it easier to conduct an investigation. An example of an arrow diagram as a function
188
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(a)
Figure 2. Subjects Work of Example as an Exploration Tool

(b)

Figure 3. Argumentation Structure for Example as an Exploration Tool
representation is the thought experiment (Balacheff, 1988) that is to internalize the function of composition
with special representation. Here, one example of student answers.
In Figure 2 it is clear that the subject uses an example to explore the information (data) it derives from
the problem. Data on the problem, namely: (1) A set is not empty; (2) f and g are functions from A to A; (3)
𝑓𝑓 ∘ 𝑔𝑔 one-to-one function; whereas the claim to be proved is ‘are g one-one function; being concretized by an
example of an arrow diagram called Polya as ‘elemen would be found’ to understand the problem (Musser,
Burger, & Peterson, 2011)
Many students struggle to recognize, understand and produce deductive arguments (Harel & Sowder,
1998) through an inductive argument as a bridge. Ellis et al. (2012) suggests that an important resource
underlying the students’ attempts to understand proof is their treatment of examples. On the other hand,
careful example exploration is not explicitly supported as a strategy for developing deductive reasoning;
students have little opportunity to analyze examples strategically in order to understand mathematical
statements or to gain an ‘insight’ to develop proof. Examples are used during observation as empirical
arguments to convince themselves (Harel & Sowder, 1998) and are often performed by students from different
levels of education.
An example of an exploratory tool plays a role in exploring the component data in Toulmin’s argumentation
and generating no claim or decision whether the statement is true or false. The warrant used is the inductive
warrant (Inglis et al., 2007) with backing is the definition of the composition function and the one-one function
required to make the illustration easier for the subject to understand the given problem. Based on the
examples made, the subject eliminates some doubts on the statement and raises the ‘suspicion’ that the
statement is true but has not made a claim. The resulting claim is still ‘transient’ by saying that ‘g will be
shown as a one-on-one’ function. The claim based on the use of examples as an exploratory tool is called Polya
(Musser, Burger, & Peterson, 2011) as the element asked while the data is what is known. The argument
when the example is used as an exploratory tool can be described in the Toulmin’s argumentation scheme
(Figure 3) in the form of simple argumentation structure because it only consists of 3 main components i.e
data, claims and warrant and 1 complementary component is backing.

Example as an Investigation and Justification Tool
Investigation and justification are two different things but inseparable; the investigation leads to
justification or justification based on the outcome of the investigation. An example as an investigative and
justification tool is a condition in which the subject uses examples to investigate the truth of the statement and
then justifying, declaring or deciding whether a statement is true or false. The investigation raises awareness
about claims that might be generated later. Examples and calculations are the basis of the subject to justify.
Investigations using examples can be repeated and generate some initial justification until the subject feels
confident about the outcome of his investigation and makes the final claim or final justification. Some initial
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Subjects work of example as investigation and justification (justifications are implicit) a) Fanny’
Work b) Kevin’ Work

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. a) Argumentation Structure for disprove statement b) Argumentation Structure for prove
statement
justifications are explicit (clearly written in subject work) or implicit (stored only in memory and not written
on the work sheet). Implicit justification based on the example is known based on interview results.
According to Fanny (Figure 4a) “I take any real number, say 𝑥𝑥 = 2; 𝑥𝑥 = −2; 𝑥𝑥 = 1; 𝑥𝑥 = 0,5; 𝑥𝑥 = 0,4; for 𝑥𝑥 =
2, 𝑓𝑓(2) = 4 dan 𝑔𝑔(2) = 2 then 𝑓𝑓 (2) more than 𝑔𝑔 (2) so the statement is true 𝑓𝑓 (𝑥𝑥) ≥ 𝑔𝑔 (𝑥𝑥) ... but for 𝑥𝑥 =
0.5 , 𝑓𝑓 (0.5) = 0.25 and 𝑔𝑔 (0.5) = 0.5 then 𝑓𝑓 (0.5) less than 𝑔𝑔 (0.5) means 𝑓𝑓 (𝑥𝑥) < 𝑔𝑔 (𝑥𝑥). Meanwhile, according
to Kevin (Figure 5b) I try are true “if 𝑓𝑓 ∘ 𝑔𝑔 one-one then always g one-one function’, and it turns out right, I
must prove.

Kevin realizes that the example is an inductive method which is unacceptable to its general conclusion, so
the example is only used for conducting such an investigation and generating an initial claim or conjecture
(Mason et al., 2010).The initial claim is used as the basis for using other deductive methods of proof.
Justification may take the form of a claim, both initial claims (Mason et al., 2010; Reid, 2002) as conjecture
and final claim to be verified. Subjects tend to investigate by using examples to look for possibilities that will
appear and see patterns and then justify them. Fanny and Kevin investigations (Figure 4) resulted in some
initial justification and final justification. Fanny’s investigation provides a final justification that, the
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Figure 6. One of AS on Example as Justification Tool
statement is false because there are examples of denial that is 𝑥𝑥 = 0.5 which causes 𝑓𝑓 (𝑥𝑥) < 𝑔𝑔 (𝑥𝑥). Kevin’s
investigation yields a temporary justification (conjecture) that the statement is true because the subject can
not find the counterexample, so this conjecture is proved by Kevin and produces a final justification (claim)
that the statement proves is true.
Based on the interview results, the investigation process is based on the ‘investigate’ instruction on the
problem and is understood as ‘trial and error’ whether the statement is true or not. The investigation is carried
out to look for examples that led to false or counterexample (Inglis et al., 2007) statements so as to justify that
statement is false. For the first problem, the example causes the student to find the counterexample (rebuttal)
so they used strong warrant inductive (Laamena, 2017); while for the second problem, the trial and error
method does not generate a counterexample. Thus, the student concludes that the first statement is false and
the second statement is true (so it must be proved).
According to Healy and Hoyles (2000), proof-based examples refer to some examples as justification stating
that statements are true or false. Justification consists of two parts: justification based on special cases and
justification based on generalizations on formal proof (Cañadas et al., 2009). Justification by special case puts
the example as warrant while justification based on generalization puts the example as backing. Examples used
as warrants are the process of drawing conclusions (claims) based on special cases, called disebut (Inglis et al.,
2007; Knipping, 2003), as inductive warrants or informal warrants. Fanny and Kevin’s answer (Figure 4) is
an example of justification based on a special case that places the example as a warrant.

Justification based on a particular case that places the example as a warrant
At the time of the investigation, the subject uses examples based on specific cases and then uses the ‘trial
and error’ method. The ‘trial and error’ method occurs when the subject selects numerical examples, substitute
into the function equation, calculates it and generates a claim, then repeats the same process until he feels
confident that the selected examples already include all real numbers. Student argumentation structures that
use instances as investigative and justification tools based on special cases for the first problem (False
statements) can be explained by Figure 5a and Figure 5b for the second problem (true statement).
Examples are found in W1, W2, and W3 and yield three initial claims of C1, C2, and C3. The circled
argumentation stream (Figure 5a) is a final claim with W3 as a counterexample (R) and a qualifier is ‘sure’.
This happens because the subject has a perfect understanding of the proof of the false statement that they
confidently (Q) make a claim. In Figure 5a it is seen that the investigation of special cases produces a final
claim because in special cases there are examples of denial which are then used to state that the statement is
false. While in Figure 5b a special case only produces a conjecture which is subsequently verified using a
deductive warrant (W4). The final claim (Figure 5b) is generated on the basis of analytic methods and
deductive proof, in this case when using the example case as a warrant, the subject only reduces uncertain
things rather than eliminating them (Inglis et al., 2007). Students with low abilities tend to use one type of
warrant inductive warrant in the form of examples of real numbers (Laamena, Nusantara, Irawan, & Muksar,
2018).
The student argument for generating a claim is based on some initial claim called Knipping (2003) as an
argumentation stream (AS). Each initial claim is supported by an inductive warrant in the form of a example
of numbers and calculations. Here’s one of the first AS claims (C1).
Justification based on generalization on formal proof, placing the example as backing. In this condition,
the student investigates using deductive warrant, not an example (other inductive warrant or deductive
warrant), but having difficulty to make justification (claim) requires an example to ease student make a claim.
Thus, the example is used as a backing to facilitate students to make justification (claim). Based on the data
http://www.iejme.com
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(a)
(b)
Figure 7. Student Work with Example as Justification Tool (Example as Backing) a) Example as the only
Backing b) Example as one of Backing
obtained (x is a real number) students use the properties of numbers by grouping the real numbers into
rational numbers as subsets of real numbers (warrant deductive), or integers (negative, positive and zero) and
𝑎𝑎
fractions. Selecting x as a rational number, students write 𝑥𝑥 = then group x by value a and b. Students can
𝑏𝑏

also classify real numbers into integers and fractions, but require example to make it easier for students to
produce claims. Here’s one of the student answers.
In the section example as the only backing, the process is repeatable for other cases, for example for 𝑎𝑎 <
𝑏𝑏, 𝑎𝑎 = 𝑏𝑏, 𝑎𝑎 > 𝑏𝑏; so as to generate argumentation structures with more than one AS and each AS constructed
by deductive warrant with only backing example or deductive warrant with other backing plus backing
example. While in the section example as one of the backing, the student uses an example of numbers only in
the case of x is fractions, another case can be referred based on the properties of the numbers. The causes of
students using the example as a backing is because students have difficulty in determining the relationships
𝑥𝑥 2 and 𝑥𝑥. Here’s an interview quote with one of the subjects using the example as backing after using the
number properties (deductive warrant)
𝑎𝑎

Interviewer: how do you get 𝑎𝑎 < 𝑏𝑏 then <
𝑏𝑏

𝑎𝑎2
𝑏𝑏2

?
1

Merry: from here (pointing to her work). Because if I take 𝑎𝑎 = −1 and 𝑏𝑏 = −2 then >
Interviewer: why do you take 𝑎𝑎 = −1 and 𝑏𝑏 = −2?

2

𝑎𝑎

Merry: because I want to decide which one is bigger, or
𝑏𝑏

Interviewer: is it not enough to decide with a and b only?

1
4

𝑎𝑎2
𝑏𝑏2

Merry: if with a and b, it’s hard maam, I can not, so I make it so
Subjects’ argumentation when generating the claim for example used as justification tool can be explained
by Toulmin’ model as Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Student Argumentation on the Example as a Justification Tool (example as backing)

Figure 9. The One of Argumentation Stream with example as a backing for the final claim
The examples produced in Figures 4a and 7 are counterexample (rebuttal) used by students to refute or
disprove the truth of the statement. Examples used (as warrant and backing) can produce rebuttal so that
students conclude (claim) that the statement given is wrong. One of the AS constructed by students and
1
producing rebuttal is in AS-3 in Figure 8. Students produce rebuttal use 𝑥𝑥 = as a counterexample and make
2

conclusions. The student concludes that the given statement 𝑓𝑓 (𝑥𝑥) ≥ 𝑔𝑔 (𝑥𝑥) for all real numbers is false, since
1

there is 𝑥𝑥 = causing 𝑥𝑥 ≥ 𝑥𝑥 2 or 𝑓𝑓 (𝑥𝑥) < 𝑔𝑔 (𝑥𝑥). The counterexample is obtained not by a deductive warrant, but
2

based on the backing of selected samples based on the grouping of real numbers that have been made. In
Figure 9, there is a well-defined argumentation structure consisting of all Toulmin’s argument components,
i.e. data, warrant, backing, claims, qualifiers, and rebuttal.

Example as an Conviction Tool
Two activities pertaining argumentation in mathematical proving are (1) constructing arguments to gain
confidence with respect to truthful statements and (2) intensive reading of the argument to evaluate how to
convince others (Inglis & Mejia-Ramos, 2010). The example used as a convictional tool is an example that

http://www.iejme.com
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appears after the final claim is generated. The example used as a convictional tool can be an example that has
been used in the beginning, either as a warrant or backing or also a new instance that is re-selected to verify
the conjecture that has been produced and convince himself as well as others about the truth of the claim which
has been generated. Some argue to convince others of the truth of the claim or to demonstrate the validity of
the argument (Inglis & Mejia-Ramos, 2010). Checking the justification to check whether justification is
convincing can be a very difficult job (Mason et al., 2010) so not everyone does it.
The results of observations and interviews reveal the use of examples as a conviction tool by Billy after
generating claims that statements are false (the first problem). When observing, the researcher found that
Billy used a deductive warrant (Figure 7b) to investigate the truth of the statement and justify it, then Billy
evaluated his work by rereading several times and writing ‘example’ with some numbered examples. In the
interview, Billy reveals the reason for adding a number example in his work.
Billy: this is a example ma’am, meaning for this first (while pointing to the first case he made: 𝑥𝑥 > 0)
I suppose 𝑥𝑥 = 1 and 𝑥𝑥 = 2. 1 squared is 1, mean the same; while 2 is squared is 4, 4 > 2. If this
one (while pointing to his writing on example: 1> -1) for x <0.
Interviewer: Why did you make this example?
Billy: I’m just a check, ma’am, like the test
Interviewer: why use an example? You said the example is not proof
Billy: Just wants to reassure maam, there’s already an example of a denial, so I use an example to make
it easy to count to make sure
The above interview shows that Billy initially used the integer properties for both cases (𝑥𝑥 ≥ 0 and 𝑥𝑥 < 0)
but when doing the evaluation he was less sure that he used the number examples for both selected cases.
Conviction occurs at the review stage (Mason et al., 2010) characterized by examining or reviewing the work
(Polya in Kennedy, Tipps, & Johnson, 2008). The example is used as a conviction tool to convince himself and
once he is sure, he tries to convince others (researchers). According to Mason et al. (2010), it is fatal not to test
the conjecture, ie the process of identifying the guiding error to correct the conjecture. The problem is that
when conjectures look plausible and are produced after a long struggle, one would think the conjecture is
obviously correct and it would be difficult not to disbelieve it. Actively looking for examples that reject
conjectures and learn to critically examine our work and the opinions of others is important.
The importance of the example as a conviction tool is also shown by Yedija in his attempt to investigate
the truth of the conjecture (find a counterexample). Initially, Yedija used inductive warrants with example as
an investigative and justification tool based on special cases and produced a claim (the first problem) that the
1

statement is false because there is a counterexample that is 𝑥𝑥 = . Then to convince himself, on the observation
2

1 1 1

and think aloud it appears that Yedija takes examples of the other numbers 𝑥𝑥 = , , substitutes (without
3 4 5

writing) and the more confident the qualifier will claim. Yedija then makes a generalization for
1
counterexample that is obtained is a statement is false because there is a real number 𝑥𝑥 = for an integer
that causes 𝑥𝑥 2 < 𝑥𝑥. In the interview Yedija reveals that ‘if 𝑥𝑥 =
so

1

𝑎𝑎2
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𝑎𝑎

then 𝑥𝑥 2 =

1

𝑎𝑎2

𝑎𝑎

and since a integer then 𝑎𝑎2 ≥ 𝑎𝑎

< , it means 𝑥𝑥 2 < 𝑥𝑥. The structure of Yedija’s argument can be illustrated in Figure 10.
𝑎𝑎
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(a)
Figure 10. Argumentation Structure with an example as Conviction tool

(b)

CONCLUSION
When the problem of proof is considered the student is too abstract, the example is used to understand all
the information contained in the problem. Students use the example of the thought experiment by making a
representation of all the information obtained to explore what is known and what will be proven. The definition
of compositional function and one-on-one functions is not well remembered but the example diagrams stored
in students’ memories help them to concretize problems in the form of the experiment. The example used in
exploring the problem produces only a conjecture and must be deductively proven. The conclusion is not yet
valid but it becomes a ‘bridge’ which enables students to construct a further deductive proof based on the
conjecture that has been produced. Exploration places the example as a data component and generates a
simple argumentation structure consisting of data, warrant, claim and backing.
Another form of example that students use is an example of numbers and calculations that aim to
investigate and justify. Example numbers are used to simplify complex problems. Real numbers that are too
broadly simplified by taking some example numbers for each subset of real numbers then using the ‘trial and
error’ method. The student conducts an investigation based on the selected example number and makes
justification after using the deductive warrant of a number and operational properties. Investigations and
justifications generate some initial claims before they arrive at the final claim. An example of a number in a
statement is false, resulting in a true claim (the withdrawal of true conclusion) with deductive proof through
a counterexample. However, a statement of false value only produces a conjecture that must be deductively
proven. When a student uses a deductive warrant in the form of properties of a real number, the example
number appears as a backing example; whereas if the student uses inductive warrant in the form of example
number, then backing that appears is rule backing. Thus, the example can serve as a warrant and also backing
and plays an important role in generating a true claim on a false statement (disproved).
The role of the example as an investigative and justification tool has implications for the resulting
argumentation structure. If the statement is false (disproved) then the example directly generates
counterexample and forms the argument structure with one cycle that directly produces the correct final claim;
whereas if the statement is true (proved) then the example only produces the conjecture so that there will be
a second argument cycle containing deductive proof. The argument structure constructed by students is an
updated structure marked by the emergence of new argument components in the second cycle.
Example of numbers is also used when students are in doubt with initial claims that have been generated
based on an inductive warrant. Students try to convince themselves and others against the claims that are
generated by using examples of numbers and examples of diagrams. Examples of numbers occur in the review
phase aimed at checking the validity of claims. The validation results with the examples add to the students’
beliefs about the claims they have generated and caused the qualifier changes from possible to even more
certain. This also results in the formation of the second cycle argument structure by generating a new
inductive warrant in the form of an example of numbers and also a new qualifier.
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